Gold Coast Light Rail Stage 3
Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads
Works notification | September 2021

Utility investigations
Gold Coast Highway
From Monday 6 September 2021, John Holland will begin investigations between
Broadbeach South station and Burleigh Heads to confirm the location and depth of
underground services including water, gas, telecommunications and electrical services.
Preliminary utility investigations are expected to be completed by mid-October 2021,
with detailed investigations to commence from mid-October 2021 to December 2021.

What to expect

Temporary changes to on-street parking

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Underground service investigations at various
locations on the alignment between Broadbeach
and Burleigh Heads (see map overleaf).
Investigations will involve the use of concrete
cutters, jack hammers, non-destructive digging
trucks and drilling machines to cut sections of the
road and footpath away.
Changed traffic conditions may include reduced
speed limits, temporary impacts to on-street
parking and detours within the works zone. Please
follow signage and traffic controller directions.
Changed pedestrian access around the work zone.
Changes will be signed to safely direct pedestrians.
Some underground investigations will be
undertaken during the day, however for safety
reasons and to minimise traffic disruptions, most
service investigations will be undertaken at night
when there is less traffic on the road.
CCTV inspections and cleaning will take place at
some sewers and pipes overnight.
Nearby residents will be notified in advance of
night works.

While every effort will be taken to minimise impacts,
some minor disturbance is unavoidable. Where
activities are scheduled overnight, we will endeavour
to complete noisier activities earlier in the shift,
where possible. We thank you for your patience and
understanding.

•

Some on-street parking spaces will be temporarily
occupied for up to three days and nights to
facilitate works. Where possible, the project team
will reinstate the parking space each day.
Signage will be installed prior to the temporary
occupation of on-street parking.

Timing
Day shift
• 6am to 6pm, Monday to Friday, from Monday 6
September to mid-October 2021.
Night shift
• 6pm to 6am, Sunday to Thursday, from
Monday 13 September to mid-October 2021.

Artist's impression of Christine Avenue station

Work schedule
Note: wet weather or unforeseen circumstances may result in changes to the work schedule.
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Preliminary utility investigations
Day

Monday 6 September to mid-October
Concrete cutters, non-destructive digging trucks, CCTV inspections, and reinstatement
Monday 13 September to Friday 24 September
Visual investigations and site vehicles

Night

Monday 20 September to mid-October
Concrete cutters, non-destructive digging trucks, CCTV inspections, and reinstatement

Detailed utility investigations
Day

Mid-October to December
Details on the timing of additional utility investigations including night shift will be confirmed and advised closer to the date.
Night

About the project
The Queensland Government, in partnership with
the Australian Government and the City of Gold
Coast is delivering Gold Coast Light Rail Stage 3
(GCLR3), extending the light rail network by 6.7
kilometres from Broadbeach to Burleigh Heads,
linking communities to business centres, shopping,
dining, education and medical facilities.
This city-shaping project will support more than
760 jobs and cater to the Gold Coast’s expected
population growth in the coming decades.

Artist's impression of Burleigh Heads station

Stay connected

Register for email updates by
contacting:

Keep informed as the
project progresses.

Email: contact@gclr3.com.au
Phone: 1800 312 600*

For more information on Gold
Coast Light Rail Stage 3
visit: www.gclr3.com.au
*Free call anywhere in Australia.
Call charges apply from mobiles
and payphones
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